
  

               Learning at Home during School Closures for P3                 

DAILY ACTIVITIES  

M  
 
Literacy 
 
Reading Task: This week we are continuing with 
our focus on Scots Language. Today you are going 
to be listening to the story of The Gruffalo in Scots. 
All the information you need is on the PDF in 
Assignments. 
 
Learning Intention: I can understand The Gruffalo 
story when it is written in Scots. 
 
Resources: The PDF Assignment, blank paper if you 
need to copy the Gruffalo picture, coloured pens 
and pencils. 
 
Steps to Success: 
 

1. Look carefully through the instructions in 
the assignment. 

 
2. It could be helpful to listen to the English 

version of the story first. 
 

3. Listen to the Scots version. You may want 
to pause the video at points to look at the 
words and discuss their meanings with an 
adult. 

 
Learning Intention: 
I can read and spell words with -tch pattern. 

 
Maths 

 

Reading the scale for volume 
  

Learning Intention:  
I can read the scale on measuring devices. 
  
Success Criteria: 
1. I can count forwards in steps of 2, 5 and 10. 2. I can 
work out the value of each interval for measuring. 
3. I can start counting up or down from the number 
closest to the level mark on the container. 
4. I can interpret the scale to tell how much liquid is in 
the container. 
  
Resources:  
* computer – for songs and the video; 
* worksheets; 
* a pencil; 
* a ruler; 
* coloured pencils. 
  
1. Counting songs. 
* Counting by 2 - YouTube 
* Counting By Fives Song - YouTube 
* Counting By Tens Song - YouTube 
Sing along with the songs. You can do it several times 
to improve your counting in set steps. 
  
2. Counting in set steps. 
  

 
Wider Curriculum 

 
Social Studies: 
 
Tonight is Burns’ Night! 
 
Resources: Burns Night Activities 
 
Learning Intentions:    
I understand who Robert Burns was and why he was 
important 
I know some of the traditions of Burns Night 
 
Steps to Success:  

• Read the key questions below and listen to Mr Cairney 
tell the story of Rabbie Burns. 

 
Key Questions: 

1. Why do you think Robert Burns was good with 
words and poetry? 

2. Did he make a living from just writing poetry? 
3. How do we celebrate him today? 

 
Challenge: Can you retell the story of Robert Burns in your 
own words? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykAhScPdFNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_awKlEMyleA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYRTtwZGwj8


  
Steps to Success: 
 1. I can explain when to spell -tch. 
2. I can read words with -tch. 
3. I can spell words with -tch. 
4. I know the meaning of words with -tch. 
5. I can use -tch words in interesting sentences. 
  
Resources:  
* computer – for a video; 
* worksheet / paper or your busy jotter; 
* a pencil; 
* a ruler; 
* a dictionary (online dictionary can do). 
  
1. Spelling rule: 
 
Revisit short and long vowel sounds – they 
will be very useful for spelling. 
  
Watch the spelling videos and pause for 
thinking and discussion. 
* Words Ending -ch and -tch | Spelling Rule 
| EasyTeaching - YouTube 
* Nessy Reading Strategy | Using TCH or CH 
| Sounds of TCH and CH | Learn to Read - 
YouTube  
  

BUT THERE ARE EXCEPTIONS TO THIS 
RULE: 

rich, such, much, which, attach, 
sandwich, spinach, ostrich 

  
2. Read the -tch words from this spelling list. 
  

1 2 3 

itch 

catch 

fetch 

witch 
match 

watch 

snatch 

sketch 

switch 
scratch 

ketchup 

satchel 

kitchen 

butcher 
bewitched 

Do short count in 2s starting from any even number, 
for example, 12, 14, …… Count up to 6-8 numbers up. 
  
Do the same for counting in 5 and 10 starting from 
any number in the sequence. 
  
3. Video – interpreting the scale. 
  
Watch the video about how to interpret the scale on 
the containers. 
  
4. Worksheet. 
  
Choose the suitable challenge for yourself.  
If you are confident in counting in 2s, 5s and 10s you 
should look at Hot or Spicy levels. 
  
Work out the value of the intervals on each scale and 
solve the tsks. 
  
Extension; 
* Look at the various measuring jugs and containers 
in your house and try to work out the intervals for 
measuring.  
* Fill in your measuring containers to any mark on the 
scale and read the scale (how much liquid you have). 

  

 

• Choose a Burns Night activity: 
Colour aspects of a Burns Night meal 
Learn how to draw a cartoon Robert Burns 
Learn the poem “Up in the Early Morning” 
 
 
Challenge: When you have your dinner tonight, see if you 
can incorporate any of the traditions. Mr Cairney’s family 
would drink Irn Bru and read the Selkirk Grace. Take time to 
share poems from any culture that is special to you. 
 
 
Selkirk Grace 
Some hae meat and canna eat 
And some wad eat that want it 
But we hae meat and we can eat 
Sae let the Lord be thankit  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb6Gk3xrdRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb6Gk3xrdRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW7_tssT1XU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW7_tssT1XU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW7_tssT1XU


twitch stretch outstretched 

  
Check that you know the meaning of these 
words. 
Use a dictionary to help you. 
  
3. Spelling -ch or -tch - worksheet. 
  
4. Sentences. 
  
Use -tch words to write 3 interesting 
sentences. 
  
Each sentence should have: 
1. an interesting opener; 
2. a -tch word; 
3. different, interesting adjectives (not sad, 
happy, small, big); 
4. a connective to join 2 smaller sentences; 
5. a capital letter and a full stop. 
  
Check your sentences against these criteria.  
Can you improve your sentences to match the 
criteria? 
  
You can share your learning on Teams. 

 
 
 
 
  
  

  
 


